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DIARY 

OF 

EVENTS 

No meeting in 

August due to 

the Lighthouse 

weekend.  

Next meeting 

Saturday 21  

September At 

14:00 

 

The AGM came and went and I guess we can say we have a new Com-
mittee although we still have the same Chairman, and members, but 
with the addition of OM Deon, ZS1ZL, this changes 
the status somewhat. Thanks Deon, we appreciate 
your volunteering and realise the contribution you 
will make to the committee, particularly with your 
experience in Amateur Radio and in the realms of 
Digital modes. Indeed, it 
gives me a feeling of 
gratitude when not one 
of the fellows who have 
served with me for the 
past three years decided 
to resign, but, opted to 
continue as your Com-
mittee members. I guess that we enjoy 
the camaraderie  and the opportunity to share our varied expertise and 
interest in our hobby.  
 
The day of the AGM looked rather foreboding with the dark clouds, cold 
and rain, but what a surprise when so many turned out to offer your sup-
port. And then the proceedings went along in a more formal manner 
than usual, but at the same time there was a feeling of accomplishment 

and purpose. I gained the impression 

that this next year is going to be different 
and exiting for the club in general.  
 

What was an absolute pleasure was see-
ing the look of surprise on Pauls face (ZS1S) when he received the 
Honorary Life membership award. Congratulations, you deserve it, Paul. 
Alan (ZS1AAX) our stalwart once again stepped in as Chair for the elec-
tion of office bearers and Peter as secretary kept the proceedings for-
mal. What can I say; the catering was excellent as usual, thanks Anne 
and Rob.                                                                            See Overleaf... 
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“I was 
extremely 

reluctant to 
attempt this 
repair, as I 

had not 
done 

anything like 
this before.” 

I had one of those days recently! The cartridges in my printer went dry, my PC 
screen would not switch on and to top it all, my power supply for HF and 2M 
gave up the ghost as well! I always knew I should have taken up bowls and 
spent the rest of my time watching TV and reading the news paper, you know 
the couch potato type! Well not so, my destiny is involved in Amateur Radio and 
other ridiculously absurd pastimes, as some would observe! 
 
The cartridges were replaced, but what a rip off! Apparently flat screens do this, 
so I borrowed another one while having mine repaired. The power supply was a 
problem. All the suppliers were fresh out of ‘switch mode’ 30A units and of 
course the price would escalate due to the normal excuses of the rand Dollar 
exchange we are brainwashed with nowadays. After asking advice and getting 
‘Google’ information through a forum discussing the PS-304 2 power supply I 
deduced that the bridge rectifier in my unit had failed, or so I hoped. 
 
After isolating the transformer it tested out OK. Then isolating the rectifier con-
nected to the transformer there was a dead short and it blew another fuse. Pro-
gress, this must be the problem? The emporium in Woodstock supplied the 
component with its attendant capacitor for the princely sum of about R16, but 
installing the new one was another story. Getting to the moon via the sun type of 
syndrome, like heart surgery!  
The control board, capacitor stack and what have had to be moved out of the 
way to get to the rectifier and then de-soldering and re-soldering in that confined 
space was not easy to say the least. Anyway, perseverance and a few superla-
tives did the trick, and what do you know, no more blown fuses, and the correct 
voltages as well! 
 
I was extremely reluctant to attempt this repair, as I had not done anything like 
this before. But, then I thought, nothing ventured, nothing gained, what have I 
got to lose, so continue, one step at a time. To me this was an achievement, the 
old story, you learn by hands on experience. 
 
Till next time, ‘From this old shack to Yours’. 
Take Care, 73 to all, 

de ZS1FW   Noel. 

 

 

And Remember………….. 
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 CLUB  

CONTACT DETAILS: 

Chairman  

 Noel – ZS1FW on 021-715-2024 or 084-5281805 

Secretary / Treasurer  

Peter – ZS1PMH can be reached on  

021-572-0329 or 082 925 2298  

and email: zs1ct@ctarc.org.za  

PO Box 2541 Clareinch 7740 

Website: www.ctarc.org.za 

Peter  ZS1PMH  

 

 

 

 

“The annual 

membership 

fees are now 

due. “ 

Treasurer’s Report 

 

Here we go again! Your recently retired, “wish me luck as you wave me goodbye”, outgoing sec-

retary and treasurer is back in the saddle. It was a near miss and I almost got away with it!! The 

AGM progressed well and all the nominations and elections of committee members were almost 

over when, suddenly, someone – may his armpit become infested with fleas – remembered that I 

had not been nominated to the committee. Damn!  And there I was, almost gone! 

May I take this opportunity to congratulate Paul Johnson ZS1S who was awarded honorary life 

membership at the AGM. Congrats, Paul. Richly deserved! 

 

Ok, so having put me back on the committee, it now becomes my assigned task to pay you back 

for your kindness by badgering you for membership fees!! 

 

First, I’d like very much to thank all who have made prompt renewal payments. This is truly ap-

preciated. To date we have some 47 members who have paid their fees and, of course, we have 

our 7 life members – meaning that in total we have 54 current members. 

Only 16 active members from last year have yet to renew – and I’m sure that some have already 

paid; I just don’t have the most current bank statements yet. So, all it all, this is an excellent 

state of affairs and start to our financial year. 

 

The big thing, however, is that over the past few years we have simply “lost” 18 members. These 

are members who have not indicated that they have resigned, but have simply failed to pay their 

fees for a few years. Technically one is no longer a member of the club if one’s fees are not paid 

up two months after they are due, i.e. by end August. If you are one of these ex-members and 

would still like to be a member, we would love to welcome you back. We really need your sup-

port. If we could get back these 18 members, it would restore the club to its former glory of be-

ing one of the largest in the country. Let’s go for it! 

 

Finally, I’d like to thank all those members who have been so generous in their support of the 

club and the repeater fund. To date we have received R1850 in donations to the club, in addition 

to membership fees, and another R1695 has been donated to our repeater fund. A very big 

thanks for this generosity. Although we are frugal with our money, we do need membership sup-

port. By 1st September we have to make our single largest annual payment which is for insur-

ance – not just for the equipment cover, but for the public liability component. This alone costs 

us more than we raise in membership fees so we are totally dependent on donations and fund-

raising. Hence your continued support is much needed and appreciated. 

 

Catch you down the coax. 

73 Peter ZS1PMH  

 

N.B. 



 

Report back and Upcoming Events  
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ROB BAREHAM 

ZS1SA 

Chairman’s  Monthly Tech Tips and Bits….. 

When working with aluminium or stainless steel sheeting no matter how much 
you try, the surface invariably gets scratched. Fortunately, some sheeting is sup-
plied with a plastic membrane on the surface for protection and this should be 
left on until all work has been done and then peeled off. 
 
However if a surface is damaged and needs some type of repair, one method is 
by putting a pattern on it. I don’t know what it is called, as it is not embossing or 
polishing or burnishing, but I’m sure we’ve all seen a finish with concentric cir-
cles in an orderly structured pattern.  
 

This is done with an ordinary wooden dowel depending on the diameter you want. 
The dowel is held in the chuck of a drill, preferably a drill press and with a very fine 
grinding paste on the end is brought to the work surface. Toothpaste may also work, 
I’ve never tried it! Experiment on a piece of scrap sheeting before attempting the final 
job. Pressure on the surface and the speed of the dowel are critical so practice 
makes perfect. Also the spacing of the circles needs to be orderly so some type of 
guide may be necessary. Good luck, this is not for the faint hearted, but the finish 
looks very good. 
 
The Fiddler!  

Lighthouse Operation 

  
The lighthouse operation has come and gone but as usual, it was well enjoyed by those attending. 
Unfortunately, I as your lighthouse coordinator for the past several years had a major car 
accident only a day and a half before the event. A chap ran a red traffic light in central Cape Town 
and hit me broadside in the intersection so I was hospitalized for a few days, and could not 
attend the lighthouse event. 
Fortunately, Noel and myself had gone to the clubhouse earlier in the week to check and make 
most of the cables, antennas and miscellaneous items ready for the event. There was still much 
to be done on the morning of the lighthouse though and I was concerned about this as 
I laid in the hospital. 
 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Danny, Paul and the rest of the chaps 
who rallied around and took up where I had left off and got the event back on track. A 
big thank you to all concerned. 
It was important that we attended the lighthouse weekend this year as the Transnet 
manager who gave us access to our Green Point lighthouse over the past 16 years had 
left the company and his replacement was reluctant to let us to use this fine 
facility.  With some string pulling and a lot of back ground work we managed to obtain 
permission only 2 weeks before the event. Indications are the new Transnet person 
was pleased with our professionalism and care of their facility. Hopefully this will 
secure the availability of this lighthouse again for the foreseeable future. Please see a 
full report and pictures on page 7. 
  
Upcoming Events 

SARL Field Day, 16/17 November. 
It’s not too early to mark your calendars for our year end function. As always, the last Saturday in 
November. which is 30 November this year. 
  
73 

Rob ZS1SA 
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Dave Reece 

(Dr.Dave) 

ZS1DFR 

Greetings from the quiet suburb of Plattekloof Glen. I have several examples of 

scientific exploration that I have looked through this month. I hope you’ll enjoy read-

ing a bit about them. 

Firstly a quick general report on the use of very long end-fed wire antennas as NVIS 

radiators. I was involved in the Hamnet exercise 2 weeks ago, where we installed two 

long wire antennas about 2 meters above ground at right angles to each other, to see 

how they’d perform. We fed them both with ICOM auto antenna tuners, and laid out a 

counterpoise on the ground immediately below the longwires, though not as long. We 

operated on the low frequency HF bands mostly, and the antennas both tuned up very 

easily, handling 100w on 160, 80, 60, 40 and 30m well. By day they were successful, 

on one band or another, in making contact with stations in Div 6 and Div 5, and one 

remarkable contact with Marion Island on 40m at 16h40. During the night, they rap-

idly lost their advantage, and, in poor solar conditions, we were only able to use 80 

and 160m to make contacts with stations in Div 1. So don’t ignore the potential of a 

random piece of wire strung up in the air, and fed off one end with a balanced wire 

tuner, the long wire attached to one binding post of the tuner, and the counterpoise, 

or earth, attached to the other binding post. Remember, even a piece of long wire 

bent in some crazy configuration is better than no HF antenna at all! 

 

In a similar vein, there is an article in a recent QST, suggesting the ham trapped by 

restrictions preventing an antenna installation at all consider making a connection 

from a radio inside his house or flat via coax and tuner control cables, to an antenna 

on his vehicle parked just outside, to be able to run a temporary HF system without 

formally erecting an antenna. It sounds complicated, but isn’t actually – just a run of 

coax out of a window and to the car outside, where the vertical whip or whatever is 

mounted. The coax gets rolled up after the sked is over, and brought back inside. 

In the same QST, is a list of the 7 up-and-coming satellites due to be launched soon. 

These include FUNcube-1 with a 435/145 linear transponder;  Delfi  n3xT 435/145 

linear transponder; Triton-1 with a 435/145 single channel  FM to DSB transponder; 

Triton-2 with a 435/2408 FM transponder AND a 435/145 FM to DSB transponder; 

our CPUT ZACube-1 with a 435/145 FM transponder; the TURKSAT-3USAT with a 

145/435 linear transponder which has already been launched; and the Ukube-1 fea-

turing a 435/145 linear transponder. So you’d better start dusting off those dual-

band directional antennas, and rigging your radios to transmit on one frequency and 

listen on the other! 

 

Someone in the Hints and Kinks department then suggests making yourself a hand-

held PTT switch. He used 2 PVC end caps of the sort you seal the end of 40mm PVC 

drainpipe with. He drilled two holes in the dome of one cap, and mounted a momen-

tary and a push-to-make/push-to-break button next to each other through the two 

holes. He wired them in parallel, and brought the wire out through a hole in the dome 

of the other PVC cap. He then glued the two caps together to look like a medi-

cine capsule, giving him a comfortable handheld unit with the 2 switch options 

next to each other, to suit his preference. Of course the experimenter will have 

to wire the PTT in to the circuitry of the mike or accessory plug of his radio to 

make it work. All in all, a clever idea! 

 

Popular Mechanics of July mentions that ever-active High Frequency Active 

Auroral Research Programme (HAARP) group in the USA experimenting with 

the artificial creation of plasma clouds to allow signal refraction at a level  

about 48km below the ionosphere. The cloud so created remained stable for 

about an hour, and permitted successful communications where no ionospheric 

refraction was otherwise possible. I think a lot of energy would be needed to 

create such a cloud! There’s also a very long set of bits of advice various fa-

mous fathers gave their children, which the said children never forgot. I wonder 

if you can remember one important lesson your father taught 

you. I can! Continued Overleaf:... 
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HELLO DX ER’S 
Hello DXers: 

7O6T QSLs:  Last week one of my 
reporters indicated that all of these 

cards 
should be out by the end of Febru-

ary.  In fact I had several reports this 
week from readers who had received 
their cards in the mail. SEE Page one 

of 
QRZ DX this week. 

Unfortunately, the report indicated 
that anyone not receiving their card 
should contact UA3DX by email.  I 

don't like to admit being stumped, but 
I 

have not been able to locate an Email 
address for UA3DX.  If anyone has 

that 
information I would really like to know 

so I can report it. 

ZS1AU 

On the last page of the magazine is the “Hints and Kinks” column, and a fellow 

there suggests solving the problem (if you have it) of glare making the screen of 

your GPS unreadable, by finding a margarine tub the size of your GPS, painting it 

mat-black on the inside, and fitting the GPS inside the tub to create a bit of depth 

with no possibility of windscreen glare reaching the image! Rather clever! 

From BBC Focus comes the news that a complete well-preserved carcass of a 

Woolly Mammoth has been discovered in Russia’s Novosibirsk Islands. It seems a 

cloned animal will now be possible. Wow, that would be something to see!  Focus 

also notes that strategically placed GPS sensors could have detected the Tsunami 

that hit Japan after that earthquake within 3 minutes of the quake, and so Japan 

would have had more useful warning of its impending arrival. 

A rating of painful insect stings puts the Bullet Ant’s sting as being the worst of the 

lot, with our well-documented honeybee sting coming in at number 9, less than half 

as painful as that of the bullet ant. Aren’t you glad you don’t live in the Rainforests 

of Paraguay and Central America?! 

Under a list of clever gadgets almost on the market in Britain is a cell-phone 

charger unit that generates electricity for itself when you put two probes on its back 

end into the coals of your braai, an Android tablet that has a solar panel on  its back 

to be able to recharge itself if placed in the sun, a pair of digi-

tal recording binoculars that offer 12-25x magnification, and 

which record everything you see while you’re using them. They 

record 20.4 megapixel still images or hi-res MPEG-4 video, 

and have a GPS built in, so you can geotag all your recordings! 

Not too shabby, Nige! 

And if you need to write your RAE in ancient Egyptian Hiero-

glyphics, there’s a long article on how to decode the language 

in the summer edition of Focus 2013. Glad I was able to do 

mine in a modern language! 

And may I finish by asking you an imponderable question first 

posed by Mark Banks, our local comedian: What do butterflies 

get in their tummies when they are nervous? The mind bog-

gles! 

Enjoy your amateur radio, and remember to think laterally – you never know what 

you might come up with! 

73 Dave ZS1DFR 



This year’s Lighthouse weekend almost did not 
happen as the authorities at the establishment, 
initially refused us the CTARC to operate from there. 
However, through the negotiations of OM Rob ZS1SA, 
explaining that this is an 
international event and that for 
the past sixteen years we have 
participated there without 
incident, permission was 
eventually granted, but with 
restrictions. This is 

understandable as the Greenpoint Lighthouse is a key point for the safety of 
maritime operations for the whole of South Africa. One of the restrictions was 
that a member of the staff would be present to monitor our activities. Well, 
Michelle did not stay long, leaving us with the keys after being well charmed by the guys! She returned 
on Sunday to lock up as the group left! 
All the planning went well, and then we received the bad news that Rob was involved in a major 
motor accident on Thursday evening which nearly put another spanner in the works. The initial 
reaction was to cancel the event, but reason prevailed and we went ahead. It was then amazing to see 

how things worked out. Email between the Committee and co-
opted members, with the odd phone call, and everyone just 
doing their bit.  
 
We met at the clubhouse at 08:30 on Saturday morning, loaded 
the bulky equipment on to Pauls trailer and the more delicate 
radio paraphernalia in the vehicles. The trip to the lighthouse 
was with some trepidation as 
the weather was wet and 
cold. Anyway, at our 
destination it did not take 

long to offload everything and move it to where it was required. It 
had started raining so the outside work was curtailed until there 
was a break in the weather and then we started assembling the 
mast and beam, and then another squall. In the meantime the 
Radio Room, (Board Room) was prepared. Another break in the 
weather and we were able to assemble everything and raise the 
mast. In the meantime our two youngest members, Matt and 

Adriaan had put up the wire antennas, and later it was a pleasure to observe them 
operating like pros. Danny and Shaun set up the Radio Room and Paul supervised the 
erection of the mast and beam. 
 
The amazing thing is that for the whole of Saturday and most of Sunday morning   when 
there was a lull, a constant stream of contacts was made. The team operated until 00:30 
Sunday morning, had some sleep and were up early to continue. Many good contacts were 
made and later in the morning 20M opened up for a while which added to the 
fun. And then sadly, it was time to stop, and fortunately the weather had 
improved. Taking everything down, loading and transporting to the club 
house went without a hitch and by then it was late afternoon. Another 
highlight of the weekend was the gourmet meal on Saturday afternoon and 

breakfast on Sunday prepared by Deon. Guess who will be required to be at all our Do’s 
in future?  
 
Many thanks to Danny who took charge of the event after arriving home on Friday 

evening from a busy business trip to Johannesburg. And then Rob whose 
meticulous preparations and organisation beforehand made the whole 
exercise run like clockwork. Well done and thanks to all who participated 
and assisted in any way! It was a pleasure to be there and throughout the 
whole event there was an air of relaxed enjoyment with a good Ham spirit prevailing, and 
I’m sure, all are looking forward to the next one! 
 
73, 
Noel,   ZS1FW. 

THE LIGHTHOUSE STORY………………. 

“The trip to the 

lighthouse was 

with some 

trepidation as 

the weather was 

wet and cold.”  
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Chatting to Rob, ZS1SA 
who was in the White 
House  



CONTEST CORNER 

“Upcoming 

International 

Events in May.”  
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DIRK LOTZ 

ZS1X 

CONTEST CORNER 
#27 

By Dirk Lotz, ZS1X 

 

 
 

Upcoming Local Events in September – Also see the SARL web:  http://
www.sarl.org.za/public/contests/contestrules.asp 

SARL VHF/UHF Analogue & Digital Contest – 21, 22nd 

SARL Heritage Day Sprint – 24th  

Upcoming International Events in September – See this link for more detail   
http://www.hornucopia.com/contestcal/index.html   Only some of the bigger 
contests have been mentioned below. 

All Asian DX Contest, Phone – 7, 8th  

DARC 10-Meter Digital Contest – 8th  

WAE DX Contest, SSB – 14, 15th 

Scandinavian Activity Contest, CW – 21, 22nd 

CQ Worldwide DX Contest, RTTY – 28, 29th  

 
THIS MONTH’S DX TIP – DX Code of Conduct - Rule #10 

I will not transmit when the DX operator requests geographic areas other than 
mine 

 You must recognise and accept that when an operator is calling for a specific geo-
graphic area (e.g. NA for North America, AS for Asia ), you must not call until the 
operator’s instructions change. Even if his choice appears incorrect, you must fol-
low his instructions. The DX operator is in control. Here’s an important point: If a 
DX operator is working, some area, perhaps North America , and he fails to say so 
between QSOs, do not begin calling immediately. Call only when it is clear that the 
operator’s instructions have changed. To do otherwise is impolite and simply 
slows the process.  

73’s & Good DX! 

De 

http://www.sarl.org.za/public/contests/contestrules.asp
http://www.sarl.org.za/public/contests/contestrules.asp
http://www.hornucopia.com/contestcal/index.html
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Gentlemen and Ladies too, please let the Editor, (Anne) know  if your goods are sold or you want to add or 

remove items. Please send requests to Anne at  zs1ct@ctarc.org.za  before the 10th of the month preced-

ing the Newsletter. 

FOR SALE  
TOROIDS, BALUNS & UNUNS  
Custom built BALUNS & UNUNS - 1:1, 4:1 & 9:1  
Also DIY Kits available  
Other Components: NE602, K12 Keyer Chips, 10.7Mhz  
& 455Khz  
Variable Inductors, Various Toroidal Cores  
Contact Dirk - ZS1X  
Cell: 084 552 8573  
email: zs1x@iburst.co.za 

There are many amateur radio linear amplifiers on the market but none truly able for QSK  

because their switching-over times of their transmit/receive relays are too long for even average 

CW speed not to speak about HSCW. 

In addition many of the built-in relays are rather flimsy and of limited lifespan. On the internet are 

many suggestions for modifications using the above relays. 

Delivery as long as stock lasts 

Contact Klaus ZS1QO 

e-mail: zs1qo@global.co.za 
Cell: 0836266964 

Tandberg 3 speed reel to reel, 7 1/2 inch tape 
recorder. 
Best offer secures. 
 
Brian Young. 021 7940740.  

Wanted: HF mobile antenna system. 

  
Please contact Fred ZR1AEU in St. Helena Bay on 071 897 9502 
or email fredkarlinski@hotmail.com 

mailto:zs1ct@ctarc.org.za
mailto:zs1x@iburst.co.za
mailto:zs1qo@global.co.za
mailto:fredkarlinski@hotmail.com
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BIRTHDAY WISHES 
To all our club members who celebrate their birthdays in the coming month,  

may your special day herald a fantastic year ahead and bring you all that you  

would wish for yourself and lots of good signal reports. 

 

Delivering so-

lutions 

WSP Group is a broadly based engineering consultancy providing 

design and management services to the property, land and con-

struction sectors. Our skills cover the whole field of the built envi-

ronment worldwide, specialising in electrical, electronic, mechani-

cal and refrigeration engineering services, as well as comprehen-

sive environmental consulting, in South Africa. 

For more information on WSP contact:    Peter Hodgkinson or Alan 

Keen 

Tel: ++27 (0) 21 481 8700   or our   Website: http://

www.wspgroup.co.za 

ANNOUNCEMENTS  

← 

WSP  KINDLY ASSISTS CTARC BY  

SUPPLYING HARD COPIES OF THIS 

NEWSLETTER TO THOSE WHO DO 

NOT HAVE INTERNET CAPABILI-

TIES.  

Thank you WSP 

Disclaimer. 

Note: The Editor nor any club member shall not be held liable for errors and/or omissions in any article and/or drawing contained in 

this 

newsletter. Furthermore, any view expressed is not necessarily that of the Editor, any committee member or other members of the 

Club. 

If copyright is infringed, it is not intentional but, is published as a free service to Amateur Radio operators and friends and is not for 

profit or gain. 

21-Aug ZS1MTF Matt Feinstein 

23-Aug G4WOE/ZS1 David Hudson 

26-Aug ZS1IKB Ian Basset 

27-Aug ZS1TX Chris Muller 

29-Aug ZS1GRM Gerald Meneses 

30-Aug ZS1CO Mike Wolffe 

02-Sep ZS1RIC Richard Brown 

07-Sep ZS1OA Peter Saul 

09-Sep ZR1AF Brian Young 

19-Sep ZS1TM Tony McEwen 


